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8_c86_164897.htm ［GRE Issue Topic 3］ 3、It is more important

to allocate money for immediate, existing social problems than to

spend it on long-term research that might help future generations. 翻

译：我们应该把钱用于解决当前问题，而不应该用在有助与

我们后代的研究项目上。［态度和写作提纲］1、态度：混合

态度：两方面都需要钱2、写作提纲无［参考范文］ People

have been seeking ultimate solution to social problems, including

such alergic issues as ethics and freedom, traditional culture and

foregein impacts, etc., since the concept of society came into being.

Society is a nebular complexity which never stops its steps for a

second, rather than a homogenized peaceful paradise. To save the

society on edge of slippery slope, those in power are always trying to

solve, or at least, alleviate social problems like crimes, depravity,

discrimination, lacking of responsibility, laziness and so on. Those

existing social problems are the most significant hot irons, which, if

not been paid enough notice and treated as soon as possiblt, will

soon grow into lethal cancers of the society. The society is always on

changing, so are the social problems rooted in it. As the society

grows into a complex, multiply stratified one with diversified ideas,

values, beliefs and sub-cultures, social problems are inevitably

growing from the initially simple, polarized ones into more

acrimonious and confusing ones which cannot be labeled as right or

wrong any more. In such a dilemma, the authority of the society has



to allocate more money for those immediate, exising social

problems, in that more intellects and labors are needed to develop

specified and fair social disciplines, to supervise and guarantee the

exacting of these rules, to help people establish healthy personalities

and sound minds, to lay an iron-hand on the violation of laws, and

to achieve a subtle balance between different groups of the society.

Yet we should never blunder neglecting importance of the long term

research, which might not only help future generations, but also help

ourselves. Some social problems, especially those of ethics and

values, are deep rooted and not so easily be solved in near future.

They may take years, decades or even generations to be excavated

and eliminated, gradually. Maybe no fast or brilliant outcomes can

be seen when investment is made to this kind of social problems,

however, if we never make the very first step, these problems will

never be solved. Though these problems seem to be inert and have

no fatal impacts to the current society, the fail to conduct them or at

least keep them under proper control will easily exacerbate them to

some latent dangers. If we look inside both those acute and chronic

social problems, we will find, to some extent, the latter are where the

former actually arise from. In other word, those immediate, existing

social problems are bombs made from the gun-powder store of those

chronic problems. The research of the long term problems will

largely help people to understand the immediate, existing ones, thus

to have a better solutions to them. Society is a continuously

developing one which cannot be broken up in any specific point. It

’s important to allocate enough money to the immeciate social



problems, while it’s also necessary to pay enough attention to the

long-term ones. Only when a good balance is kept well between the

two can the society have a stable present and stabler future. 100Test 
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